
DEFROST DEFLECTOR Oversized shipping
1953-55 chrome exchange .......................1940-5355 ..... $100.00 ea
1956 chrome exchange  ...........................1940-56 ......... $110.00 ea

Core charge for both...................................................... $50.00 ea
Screw set polished stainless, 1953-55  ....81940-5355 ...... $4.00 set
Screw set polished stainless, 1956 ..........81940-56 .......... $4.50 set

DEFROST TUBE
Plastic Reproductions

1956 driver or passenger......................1945-56 ........... $35.00 ea
1953-55 driver, deeper one ..................1945-5355L ..... $29.95 ea
1953-55 passenger, shorter one...........1945-5355R ..... $29.95 ea

Defrost tube seal ......................................1943 ....................$3.00 pr
Defrost tube attaching hardware

Threaded studs are pressed into 53-55 dash, use 56 for 53-55 
dash with missing studs.
1953-55 ................................................81947-5355 ....... $2.00 ea
1956......................................................81947-56 .......... $4.00 set

DEFROST HOSE
Hose, pair (6 ft). Note size of heater outlets and defrost tubes

1953-55, 2” diameter ............................1928-5355 ........$22.00 pr
1956, 2 1/2” diameter ...........................1928-56 ............$22.00 pr

Defrost hose adapter, 2” to 2 1/2” .............1952 ................... $4.25 ea
Use to adapt 1953 heater to 56 truck and visa versa or a/c 
defrost hose to defrost tubes. Also aftermarket a/c units are 2”

Defrost hose clamp
All stainless.......................................1616-SS ............. $1.50 ea
Polished stainless, show quality .......1616-PS ............. $5.50 ea

FRESH AIR DUCT 
See page 110 for cab repair panels with louvers
Louver removal patch panel .....................1903 ................. $20.00 ea

Curved to match cowl, and flanged for easy installation
Air intake cowl screws, polished  ..............81939 ................ $4.00 set

Shows on outside of cab
Fresh air duct, plastic reproduction ..........1939 ................. $65.00 ea

New abs reproduction, scoops fresh air into heater.
Vinyl boot, black .......................................1936 ................... $9.50 ea
Fresh air duct gasket  ...............................1937 ................... $6.75 ea
Fresh air duct cover ..................................1938 ................. $29.95 ea

New, made of black abs plastic, covers vent louvers from inside.
HEATER TUBE FIREWALL SEAL ..1930 ....................$4.90 pr
HEATER SEAL KIT ...............................1904 ................ $13.50 set

Includes 2 core seals & 1 Motor seal
HEATER CORE 

Rebuilt with new core. Heater cores have different tube designs. 
Note your style A, B, C or D. If in doubt send your core to us for 
rebuilding. Heaters are not the same in different years but can be 
interchanged with little problem, note defrost hose adapter and 
identification notes above.
Tubes, 1 straight and 1 angled .................1935-A ........... $190.00 ea
Tubes, both angled ...................................1935-B ........... $190.00 ea
Tubes, one angled more than other .........1935-C ........... $190.00 ea
Tubes, both angled backwards .................1935-D ........... $190.00 ea

Sold exchange, core charge for all above cores ........... $50.00 ea
Copper tubes ............................................1931 ................. $20.00 ea

We make so we can rebuild cores, in copper, so very expensive, 
included in our cores above

Note drawings are with the core toward you, and tubes away from 
you, pointing up
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